LEGEND:

[1]-----[2]

[1] "THE PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be "FOREMOST!" in stretching "THEIR!" HANDS across the GULF to grasp the hand of "SPIRITUALISM" - "THEY!" will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER; and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION, this COUNTRY will FOLLOW in the STEPS OF ROME..." YOUR GC 588.

PROTESTANTISM - THE "DEVIL'S TRIANGLE!" (THE ORIGINAL BOOK!)

(1) "PROTESTANTISM" will yet stretch her hand across the GULF to GRASP the hand of "SPIRITUALISM!"; "SHE!" will reach over the ABYSS to CLASP hands with the ROMAN POWER; and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION; OUR COUNTRY will follow in the steps of "ROME!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405.

(1) (ORIGINAL 1884 BOOK!) "PROTESTANTISM!" is "FOREMOST!" SHE IS THE PRIME-MOVER! BOTH "SPIRITUALISM!" and "ROMANISM!" are STATIC! THEY-DO-NOT-MOVE! They WAIT for "PROTESTANTISM!" TO-COME-TO-THEM! Probably ONE GOOD REASON they stay HIDDEN - DO-NOT-STICK-THEIR-NECK-OUT! is because both "SPIRITUALISM!" and "ROMANISM!" have been "GETTING IT!" for many a year! YOU say that "ROMANISM!" has been "GETTING IT!" as NEVER BEFORE! Yes! But OUT-OF-TIME and PLACE! The LORD did not say to make a "RAID!" on "ROMANISM!" just NOW! In fact HE SAID-NOT-TO-!!! But some people are kind of HARD-OF HEARING-!!! TM 112. CWE 65. EV. 144,574-7. (YES! EVERY PAGE!)

WHY BEAT "ROMANISM!" AND "THE PAPACY!" OVER THE HEAD-???

IF IT IS NOT "ROMANISM!" IF IT IS "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" THAT WILL BE "FOREMOST!" RUSH AWAY IN FEAR OF "DARK AGES ROMANISM!" AND RUSH INTO THE ARMS OF "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" that will be "FOREMOST!" and if you want to follow this through you will find "THEY!" have "HORNS-LIKE-A-LAMB!" but will "SPEAK-LIKE-A-DRAGON!" TM 117. (BECAUSE THEY ARE): "FOLLOWING-IN-THE-TRACKS-OF-ROMANISM!" TM 363. T7:181. DA 618. RH 1:300. THE JEWS CAME TO OUR MEETINGS IN FAR EASTERN CANADA and...
TRIED to take over! LED BY "FRED ALLABACH!" Went all across AMERICA - "WE ARE GODS!" "THESE ARE FALSE GODS!" TM 364. "A CURSE IS PRONOUNCED ON ALL WHO DO THIS!" TM 365-7. "They will possess NO STAMINA to resist the DEVIL, for they DO-NOT-KNOW that it is he-!!!" T2:130. "INDEPENDENT MEN of earnest endeavor are NEEDED; not men as IMPRESSIBLE-AS-PUTTY...are NOT the men whom GOD CALLS!" T3:496. PUR 31. "If any of you lack WISDOM (Ask JOHNSON-FOLKENBERG-???) let him ASK OF GOD...and it SHALL be given HIM-!!!" TM 325,343.

WE MAY AS WELL TELL YOU A LITTLE BIT MORE:

ONE OF THOSE FAR EASTERN CANADA "JEWS!" WENT BACK TO BECOME A MINISTER FOR THE ADVENTISTS - HE HAS BEEN BURIED WITH CANCER - at least TWO OTHERS HAVE CANCER ALSO! That is not to say NO ONE will get CANCER if he is a "REMNANT OUTCAST!" OF ISA. 10:20-3; 11:11-2; 37:31; 56-8, 10-2. JER. 8:2; 11:23. ISA. 147:2.

HERE ARE OTHER DESIGNATIONS OF "REMNANT!"
"It was represented to me that "THE REMNANT!" followed JESUS (NOT "YAHWEH!") into the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" EW 255-6. SG 1:166. EW 261. SG 1:190-1.

WE ARE PUTTING THIS IN AN "INSERT!" SO WE CAN GIVE IT WIDER CIRCULATION! ONE THING GOD'S PEOPLE WILL NEVER DO - they will FORM neither a "DEVIL'S TRIANGLE!" nor come to ROMANISM ALONE nor scoop up "SPIRITUALISM!" (POWER-MIRACLES-WONDERS!) ON THE WAY! THE TRUE "PEOPLE OF GOD!" ARE SO FEW! they are: (A) "NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490. (B) NEITHER WILL SHE SCOOP UP "SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF "LOVE!" IS PRESENTED (How she can present "LOVE!" and at the same time be the BASIS of "UNENDING HELL-TORMENT?! we could NEVER-Figure-Out!" (C) ON THE WAY OVER TO "ROMANISM!" she SCOOPS UP what TRUE CHRISTIANITY would NEVER scoop up - she would leave that for BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM and "PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!" 1884 GC 405. (LEFT OUT OF THE TEXT IN YOUR GC 588 AS NOT IMPORTANT - we think it IS-!!!) ALSO as APOSTATE CHRISTIANITY is making her way over to "ROMANISM!" and SCOOping UP all these GOODIES ON THE WAY ("PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!") We do not see ANY "CHRISTIAN" CHURCH ON THE WAY OVER TO THE "PAPACY!" WITH OR WITHOUT "GOLDEN MEDALLIONS!"

ONE REASON WHY: JUST AS THE "FOOLISH!" on the way over the record reads: "(THE WISE!) "JOINED THE THRONG (PROCESSION)!...and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406. (PROBATION OVER!)

- Insert Page Two -
DID YOU NOTICE WHAT HAPPENED JUST BEFORE PROBATION CLOSED-??

JOHNSSON/FOLKENBERG were caught "DIALOGUING!" with the "LUTHERANS!" Just what they were told NOT-TO-DO-!!! But drop EVERYTHING and get OUT-OF-THERE-!!!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

(LET THERE BE NO PRESUMPTUOUS DALLYING-!!!) RH Dec. 20, 1898.

PHASE #1:

WE ARE PAST PHASE #1: "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED. DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY..." T5:208. PHASE #2: WHAT WILL YOU CALL YOUR "LEADERSHIP!" when you WAKE UP to find they gave you a CRAZY GOD with a CRAZY RELIGION - the "LOVE!" of God is even UNCONDITIONAL!" And here is PHASE #2: "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED...THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY!" T5:208.

WHY DID YOU GO TO CHURCH-??? Didn't they tell you the time would come when there would be "NO INTERCESSOR...THE WICKED HAVE PASSED THE BOUNDARY OF THEIR PROBATION; THE SPIRIT OF GOD...HAS BEEN AT LAST WITHDRAWN...SATAN WILL THEN PLUNGE THE INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH INTO ONE GREAT FINAL TROUBLE...RUIN MORE TERRIBLE THAT THAT WHICH CAME UPON JERUSALEM OF OLD!"

YOUR GC 614.

THEN YOU WILL HUNT THAT "LOVE-SLOBBER!" PREACHER! WE HOPE YOU FIND HIM! NO PLACE TO HIDE-!!! NO RETURN! Then there will be "NO BALL GAME!" NO BOTTLES OF BEER!

"I SAW THE NOMINAL CHURCH (BY NAME ONLY - THAT'S ALL THEY HAVE LEFT!) AND NOMINAL ADVENTISTS (TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM! NO DECENT PERSON WOULD WANT TO BE LINKED WITH THE LIKES OF THEM!) LIKE JUDAS, would betray us to the CATHOLICS...(YOUR GC 606 to 608 - READ EVERY WORD!) THE SAINTS WILL THEN BE AN OBSCURE PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS!

MAGEN 1, 2.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 12, 1995.

Why were the "SAINTS!" - little known to the CATHOLICS-??? Did not the "CHURCH!" hire CATHOLIC LAWYERS in the "TRADE NAME" ISSUE-??? Did not "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" appear before CATHOLIC JUDGES in the "TRADE NAME" ISSUE? THIS PROVES, as nothing else could - that the ones the LORD designates as "SAINTS!" in the 499-page "MAGEN and SPAULDING" book - paid NO REGARD WHATSOEVER-!!! to the "NAME!" - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!"
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If they had been CHAMPIONING THAT NAME - they would have been 'WELL-KNOWN-TO-THE-CATHOLICS!'

BUT THE TEXT READS:

"I saw the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, LIKE JUDAS, would betray us TO-THE-CATHOLICS to obtain THEIR INFLUENCE to come against the TRUTH. THE SAINTS THEN will be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE-KNOWN-TO-THE-CATHOLICS!" MAGEN & SPAULDING p.1,2.

DO YOU SEE IT - ???

THE DIEHARD "ADVENTIST!" had been TELLING his people that they have to FIGHT-TO-THE-DEATH for that "NAME!" Have to stand up there and DEFY-THE-WORLD! And here called "SAINTS!" and "OBSCURE PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS!" What a SWITCH-!!!

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!"

Is the LAST THING THEY WILL CALL THEMSELVES-!!! Why should they call themselves ANYTHING ELSE than what the LORD calls them-??? "PETER...denied his Lord in the HOUR OF TEMPTATION." (SAME MAGEN SPAULDING BOOK p.417.)

"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!"

"And to the Angel of the Church in PHILADELPHIA WRITE... (READ ALL OF IT)!...I ALSO WILL KEEP THEE FROM "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" REV. 3:9. EW 30. (144,000) "HAVING HIS FATHER'S NAME WRITTEN IN THEIR FOREHEADS!" REV. 14:1. EW 31. (REV. 3:7-13; 14:1; 22:1-5.)

THEY DID NOT STAND UP THERE - CLAIMING THAT NAME!

THEY HAD MORE SENSE-!!!

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE THEY WILL GO INTO:

"THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" SM 1:197-208. B2:58-9. AND STILL "GO THRU!" ??? "The mingling of CHURCH CRAFT and STATE CRAFT is represented by the IRON and the CLAY. They have invested their strength in POLITICS, and have UNITED WITH THE PAPACY!" M.S.S. April 22, 1899. BRISBIN 58. BC 4:1168-9.

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊

AT THE VERY TIME "ADVENTISTS!" (AS THE JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM!) THINK THEIR SAFETY IS IN "NUMBERS!" AND UNITING WITH THE 'FROGS!' OF REV. 16:13-4. THE SAINTS WILL BE HEADING FOR THE HILLS, SWAMPS, DESERTS!
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